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Overview

In partnership with Be Girl, a social enterprise that focuses on menstrual health, Mercy Corps Jordan tested and integrated Be Girl’s SmartCycle® menstruation education tool and curriculum content into WISE Girls, an existing sexual and reproductive health (SRH) peer education program run by adolescent girls in Za’atari Refugee Camp. Be Girl’s SmartCycle® is a menstruation learning tool designed as a wearable necklace to put knowledge about menstruation into the hands of girls. Be Girl has developed an age-appropriate training methodology to educate young people about the menstrual cycle. Over four months, Mercy Corps staff were trained by Be Girl on the SmartCycle® method, and then supported nine adolescent peer educators to incorporate the SmartCycle® into WISE Girls sessions with 47 younger teens (referred to as tweens). Lessons learned include:

1. **Community knowledge and acceptance in Za’atari Camp.** Girls and their mothers were enthusiastic about the SmartCycle® as a tool to both track their periods and gain a greater understanding of their overall health.
2. **Adolescent delivery of the SmartCycle® needs greater support.** Both tween participants and adolescent peer educators need iterative, hands-on support to use the SmartCycle®.

3. **Reaching and training mothers with the SmartCycle® is a natural outgrowth of work with daughters and may mutually reinforce both groups’ use of the SmartCycle®.**

**Introducing the SmartCycle® to Households in Za’atari Camp District 4**

In August 2019, Girls’ Center staff conducted consultation sessions with two mothers, six adolescent girls, and six peer educators. The initial feedback was mainly very positive and welcoming to any tool that could help them better understand their own health. These female community members agreed that the SmartCycle® is “a great method to track periods,” and expressed the need for such a tool. One of the adolescents commented, “I have no idea when I get my period and when I do not.” The girls reported that did not track their periods and defined the complete menstrual cycle as “the period,” or just menstruation. The information about the reproductive system and the full menstrual cycle was new. “I had an idea about the cycle from school, but I did not understand it. I understand it now!” said another girl.

The peer educators expressed interest and excitement in teaching tweens about the SmartCycle®. It emerged that mothers would talk to their daughters about menstruation, but often passed on myths or taboos. The mothers’ willingness to engage in conversations about culturally sensitive topics was very insightful to our program.

**WISE Girls involves different community members:**

*Peer educators* are adolescent girls (15 – 17) trained to ready and facilitate discussion about *Jazirat Al Zohoor*, a girl-designed story on puberty, to groups of younger girls.

*Participants* are younger teen girls who attend *Jazirat Al Zohoor* sessions.

*Mothers and caregivers* give consent for peer educators and participants to be in the WISE Girls program.

*Facilitators/volunteers* are community members employed by Mercy Corps to outreach to adolescent girls and families.
The Shift to Adolescent-led SmartCycle® Sessions

Designing with Peer Educators

The peer educators asked for a training to practice using the SmartCycle®. The plan was to integrate Be Girl material as part of the regular WISE Girls community-based activities led by the peer educators. Mercy Corps staff and peer educators came together in a workshop to revise the biological information and co-design scenarios for adding the Be Girl SRH information and SmartCycle® to Jazirat Al Zohoor, the WISE Girls puberty storybook. Staff presented the peer educators with two main ideas: include the module as part of the story itself, or separate the information. The girls divided into two groups and facilitated by our team, developed the scenarios:

1. **Zahra (main character in Jazirat Al Zohoor) designs the SmartCycle®**: The peer educators acted out how Zahra herself comes up with the idea of a tracker to help her count the days of her period. Her mother, a biology teacher, helps her with all the information.

2. **“When the egg doesn’t like the nest (uterus) it leaves!”**: A shorter version covering the three phases of menstruation. The peer educators acted out a story of an egg looking for a nest. The egg leaves when it cannot find enough food or shelter, which is when menstruation happens.

Testing with Tweens

Planning accordingly, teams of peer educators delivered two Jazirat Al Zohoor sessions in December that incorporated the SmartCycle®, plus one follow-up session to further explain concepts about the menstrual cycle. Each team of peer educators used one of the scenarios noted above to try them out and share feedback. Mercy Corps staff observed all sessions.

The peer educators and staff noted the following:

- Grasping and understanding SRH knowledge for an adolescent girl is not necessarily enough to communicate and share this knowledge with other girls. Communication skills and confidence are essential. For example, during the Be Girl workshop, the peer educators showed great understanding of the SmartCycle® information, but then asked for more support before and during these sessions with tweens. The peers need emotional support and encouragement to keep them motivated to address such culturally marginalized topics. This also indicated the need for more practice and a
simpler facilitator sheet. Using peer notes and questions, Mercy Corps staff adapted Be Girl's facilitator guide and created a "peer educator Be Girl cheat sheet." (See Annex 1).

- Peer educators’ confidence plays a big role in delivering these activities. The older peer educators (16-17) were generally more confident about discussing menstruation than the younger peer educators (15), who were sometimes shy and needed more support. Similarly, participants needed hands on help using the SmartCycle®. Teams of two to three peer educators split up to provide personal, detailed explanation of the SmartCycle®. The peer educators always remind the tweens that “many girls experience menstruation differently,” and that they should “always ask mothers for support and help.”

Girls living with disabilities are often excluded from SRH education, putting them at risk for poor health outcomes and GBV. Malak, a 15 year old who attended one of the test sessions, had a hearing disability and needed specialized support. With hands-on help from a Girls’ Center Volunteer, Malak learnt how to use the SmartCycle® and then demonstrated it in front of the group. One of the peer educators helped her complete the evaluation survey.

New Evaluation Tools
Mercy Corps staff worked with the peer educators to design a new, more visual evaluation form for the tween participations. The previous evaluation form was a survey, but peer educators recommended simplifying it especially with the addition of SmartCycle® concepts. The new form used more everyday language, visuals, and true/false questions to be more accessible to young girls, especially girls with disabilities (see Annex 2 for evaluation form).
The results were impressive. Based on a newly designed evaluation tool (see below), **89% or more of tween participants answered the evaluation questions about the menstrual cycle, secondary sex characteristics and personal care correctly.** However, only 80% agreed that they would share the information from the session with other girls; 20% indicated that they would not share the information. Mercy Corps staff feel that this is indicative of the sensitive nature of the content, and the support that girls need to understand, use and feel comfortable with information about puberty and menstruation.

**Outreach to Mothers**

We had a focus group discussion with five mothers of the participant girls to receive feedback on the *Jazirat Al Zohoor* toolkit and SmartCycle®.

When asked to evaluate the biological information that their daughters received, all mothers rated 5 out of 5. They reported that they heard new biological information from their daughters and they were thrilled to learn more about their reproductive system. The mothers’ own sources of information were mainly NGO awareness sessions in the community or schools related to better parenting and child protection. Their knowledge of the reproductive system was often limited to the uterus, ovaries and eggs; none of the mothers knew about any other part of the system. They viewed the system mostly around pregnancy and did not really communicate full information to their daughters. Most of the mothers associated menstruation with negative past experiences that became a strong motivation for explaining menstruation to their daughter. They had experienced fear and shock getting their periods, but did not want their daughters to experience the same things.

Mothers referred to the system as the “private area” or “shame area.” The language they used to explain this area to their daughters was in relation to **privacy** and often translated to something like “it is forbidden behavior to take off your clothes in front of anyone, even your father and brothers, or show you private area to anyone.” **Hygiene** was another way of framing any conversation these mothers had with their daughters. Many introduced menstruation by explaining how to use sanitary pads. All the mothers in the group described menstruation as “bad blood” disposed of monthly.
Four of the mothers believe their daughters knew “everything” that this generation is more exposed due to openness to technology, and even stronger peer relationships. However, they do not agree on “the appropriate age” to discuss basic sexual information and or even more in depth discussions about pregnancy and protection. The mothers are mostly concerned about society and its norms, but they value education as a key to building knowledge and confidence for girls.

As we distributed SmartCycles® to the mothers, they asked for a brief on how to use it and a presentation on the biological information to reinforce it with their daughters. The Mercy Corps team delivered a 15-minute presentation explaining how to use the SmartCycle® using the Arabic brochure. Mothers had plenty of feedback:

“Very useful, thank you so much, we were going to ask for the tracker ourselves.”

“I have never imagined that there could be a tool to calculate the days of my menstrual cycle.”

“I am confident about my daughter using it. Nobody will ever know what it is – not the brothers or the father.”

Based on the mothers’ comments, their girls had already started using the SmartCycle® and kept it either with their mothers or as a necklace. They also reported learning about the reproductive system from their girls who participated in these sessions. In a community with limited access to accurate healthcare information, this highlights a crucial area of information flow from younger adolescent girl to their mothers.

Finally, mothers requested more in depth biological information on the reproductive system for themselves and their daughters, and wanted to learn about the male reproductive system in order to teach their sons. They had no objection to their girls learning about the male reproductive system using a “scientific and appropriate” approach.

**Next Steps and Recommendations**

- Mercy Corps and the peer educators will continue to include the SmartCycle® information in Jazirat al Zohoor sessions and distribute tool in puberty kits to participants.
- Mercy Corps can continue to report on evaluation results to Be Girl as they become available in 2020.
• Mercy Corps and Be Girl can work together to disseminate this case study more widely to audiences of menstrual health management practitioners.
• Mercy Corps and Be Girl also have an opportunity to tackle introducing the male reproductive system module to mothers and adolescent boys and girls via related Mercy Corps programs.

Rawa’a, a peer educator, reads the Jazirat Al Zohoor puberty storybook.
The Mercy Corps team made the following changes to the Be Girl facilitation sheet to make it suitable for WISE Girls peer educators:

- Removed the male reproductive system because it was inappropriate to teach the girls about it without caregiver consent; and
- Made the introduction of the female reproductive system with reference to the page in Jazirat Al Zohoor that has an illustration of the female reproductive system (or as referred to by the girls: "the private area").
Annex 2. Participant Evaluation

English translation of the true/false questions:

- My period means the blood from my uterus lining which flows out of my vagina usually one time per month.
- Day 1 of the menstrual cycle is the first day of bleeding.
- I should wash my private parts during my period and take care of my hygiene during menstruation.
- As I go through my puberty, I start to grow hair in new places on my body.
- An average menstrual cycle lasts 28 days but can be longer or shorter.
- I calculate the days starting the first day of menstruation to the first day of the next menstruation to know the length of my menstrual cycle.
- The menstrual cycle has three phases: menstruation, ovulation, and preparation.
- I will share what I’ve learned about my health, my body and my period with other girls.

Evaluation Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Participants answered &quot;TRUE&quot;</th>
<th>Number of WISE Girls participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My period means</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 1 of the</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An average</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As I go through my</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I should wash my</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I calculate the days</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are three</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sharing the information they learned in WISE Girls Sessions

- I will NOT share what I learned: 19.1%
- I will share what I learned: 80.9%
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Be Girl is a social enterprise that takes a design-driven approach to menstrual health and hygiene. We challenge the status quo and use design to re-brand menstruation and build a world where all girls understand, own, and love their bodies.